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Foreword
The Alberta Foster and Kinship Association is so pleased to be offering a Provincial Mentorship Program to foster
and kinship caregivers across Alberta. We are especially thankful for the number of amazing mentors we have
already, in the fostering and kinship community, who are able to provide support to foster and kinship caregivers
through a mentoring relationship.
It is well known that providing a home for a child in care goes beyond traditional parenting. New foster or kinship
caregivers often times feel very isolated and struggle with adapting to their new role. As a result of their struggles,
many of them quickly burn out or become frustrated with trying to navigate their way through the system and
end up closing their homes.
In consultation with stakeholders (i.e. Ministry & AFKA Collaborative Provincial Steering Committee, CFSA
Placement Resource representatives, AFKA Board of Directors, AFKA Regional and District Association Presidents),
it was agreed that there is a desperate need to have a provincial mentorship program to assist with the increase
in retention of new foster and kinship homes coming into the system.
As a result of these ongoing needs provincially, the Provincial Mentorship Program exists to promote positive
experiences in foster and kinship homes, as well as to provide support for the retention of new foster and kinship
families. In order to do this, mentors are recruited from the pool of experienced and knowledgeable foster and
kinship caregivers in Alberta. New foster and kinship families will receive support from Provincial Mentorship
Program mentors during their first year of providing care to assist with systemic issues/procedures and various
other topics that may arise. Short-term mentoring will occur for foster and kinship homes as needed to provide
guidance and support throughout situations as they arise.
The short-term and long-term results of this provincial program are, and will continue to be, beneficial for all
stakeholders: the mentees, the mentors, the child intervention system, and the children in care. The benefits for
mentees, as well as mentors, will range from increasing skills, confidence, knowledge and motivation to feeling
less isolated, having more support through an increase in networking with others, and having a better sense of
how the greater child intervention system works provincially. For the child intervention system, benefits will
range from assistance with meeting the needs of local CFSAs/DFNAs/Agencies to improving placement stability
and better retention of foster and kinship homes. In the larger picture, children in care will profit the greatest in
many aspects as a result of these benefits.
We hope you will find your experiences as a mentor to be extremely rewarding. Not only will you have the
opportunity to create a positive experience for new foster and kinship families in your region, you will also have
opportunities to connect with other mentors; building networks of your own, sharing stories and advice, building
on skills you already possess, acquiring new skills, and making more memories that will last a lifetime.
Thank you for your dedication to creating the best possible outcomes for children in care.
Sincerely,

Katherine Jones, RSW
Executive Director
Alberta Foster and Kinship Association
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Introduction
Welcome to the Provincial Mentorship Program!
Alberta’s first official mentorship program grew out of a pilot project developed and implemented by the
Calgary Region in conjunction with the Calgary and District Foster Parents Association in 2007. The Calgary
Region program continues to support new foster and kinship caregivers, creating a positive impact on
caregiver retention. A larger province-wide program was established by the AFKA as a pilot from June 2012March 2014 in the Edmonton Region and North Central Region. As of April 2014, the Provincial Mentorship
Program expanded to encompass the province as a whole and to provide support to foster and kinship
families, new and experienced. Due to the Calgary Region providing support through mentoring to newly
licensed foster families and approved kinship homes within this region, the AFKA Provincial Mentorship
Program will provide support in the Calgary Region to experienced homes through short term mentoring as
required in addition to the many other supports and services offered by the AFKA to all provincial foster and
kinship caregivers.
We hope this publication will be useful to mentors involved in the mentoring program. We wish you well on
your mentoring adventure and are here to support you along the way.

Why become involved?
Mentors

Mentees

•Continuous update and growth
in knowledge of Child
Intervention System

•Gain a greater understanding of
role as a foster or kinship
caregiver

•Networking opportunities and
recognition of desire to support
others

•Increase networking and sense
of belonging

•Sense of accomplishment by
providing support to fellow
foster and kinship caregivers
•Develop and refine one's own
interpersonal skills
•Support through various AFKA
networking platforms
•Program training hours credited
as earned

•Receive impartial and trusted
advice and guidance
•Develop new skills and
knowledge
•Increase confidence and
motivation to challenge oneself
to achieve new goals and
explore alternatives
•Safe and confidential

Child Intervention
System
•Meet the needs of local CFSAs
and Agencies
•Improve retention of foster and
kinship families
•Improve motivation and sense
of support among foster and
kinship families
•Improve quality of care
•Improve placement stability
•Experience positive and
supportive home environments
•Improve consistency in support
programs

•Create action plans that work
with the family
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Our Mission
Together We Can: Empowering Alberta Foster and Kinship Caregivers ... Every Day

Our Vision

The AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program believes in foster and kinship caregivers. Through
collaboration, training, mentoring and non-threatening support, families who care for children will feel
empowered and able to successfully self-advocate. In a safe environment, foster and kinship caregivers
will be supported to develop confidence, motivation and additional skills as caregivers. It is through this
positive self-growth that we, as individuals, can have a positive impact on the lives of others.

Program Objectives
The objectives of this provincial mentorship program are to:
• Provide opportunities for experienced foster and kinship
caregivers to further develop their own knowledge base
through targeted mentorship training
• Provide opportunities for experienced foster and kinship
caregivers to further their interpersonal skills by providing
support to others
• Promote and support the recruitment and retention of new
foster and kinship caregivers
• Provide confidential support to new foster and kinship
caregivers during their first year of providing care
• Provide support as needed to all foster and kinship
caregivers
• Provide a venue for collaboration and networking

Two Program Options:
Long-Term Support

Short-Term Support

For new foster and kinship
caregivers in Alberta

For all foster and kinship caregivers
in Alberta

Provide consistent, one-year
support with a designated mentor

Provide temporary support with a
designated mentor as situations
arise

New foster and kinship caregivers
will be matched with an approved
mentor within their own program
and region

Foster and kinship caregivers will be
temporarily matched with an
approved mentor within their own
program and region
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The Referral and Matching Process
Participation in the Provincial Mentorship Program can occur through two
methods: application and referral.
To participate in the Provincial Mentorship Program, online submission forms for
application or referral can be completed on the AFKA website at
https://www.afkaonline.ca/programs/mentorship/.

Definitions
Application:
•

•

Caregivers who want to provide support and match the criteria can submit a Mentor Application
Form directly to the program. Mentorship program staff will contact the appropriate Children’s
Services support worker to provide a reference for the application of a new mentor. All mentor
applications are reviewed by program staff with the potential mentor’s support worker.
Caregivers who would like to receive additional support from a program mentor can submit a
Mentee Application Form directly to the program.

Referral:
•

•

Child Intervention Workers suggest referral forms to potential mentor and mentee candidates who
fulfill the necessary qualifications. If the potential mentor or mentee is interested, a referral can be
submitted. All Mentor referrals are reviewed by mentorship program staff with the Support Worker.
Mentor referral forms serve to assess a mentor’s background, skills, and experiences. Mentee
referral forms, on the other hand, allow a mentee to request further guidance in a range of areas
that an experienced mentor typically encounters.

Matching:
• When matching mentors and mentees, a variety of factors are taken into consideration: needs of the
mentee, skills and experience of the mentor, personalities, and geographic location. Mentees must
have placements in their home prior to matching.

Mentor
•a foster caregiver with unique
knowledge and experience to share
with an individual in need of support
•has a willingness to provide support
to other foster caregivers
•is approved by support worker as an
appropriate person to provide
effective support and has a good
working relationship with their
department/agency/DFNA

Mentee

Mentor-Mentee Relationship

•a foster caregiver who is advised by a
mentor

•an agreement between a mentor and
mentee sharing experience and
expertise

•a person who would like the extra
support of a mentor for guidance
navigating various aspects of the Child
Intervention System
•practices and applies what has been
learned

•a comprehensive process that
includes matching, additional training
and clear goals
•confidential conversations
•goal is to create a lasting source of
support even after the official match
is over
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Characteristics

MENTOR

Roles & Responsibilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eager to learn
Desires to help
Able and willing to work as a team player
Patient
Nonjudgmental
Positive role model
Acts with courtesy and respect
Good listener
Inspiring & Motivating
Respects differences among people or groups from various
backgrounds
Effective verbal and non-verbal communication skills
Good standing in the child intervention community

Follow program expectations:
o Complete mandatory 30-45 minute orientation session via phone
o Complete all required forms (confidentiality, program expectation agreement, data collection consent, Letter
of Understanding)
o Regular contact for one year with mentee within the long-term support level (e.g. text, call, email, etc.)
o Submit communication reports after every contact and attempted contact with mentee
o Complete mid-year feedback surveys and long-term support exit surveys within 5 days of receipt
o Keep in touch with important program communications, responding to all emails and phone calls within 48
hours
o Notify program staff and mentee of vacation time or time away limiting ability to provide mentoring
o Submit expense reports for in-person mentoring, meetings, and program specific training to program
coordinator, as approved
o Arrive on time for in-person meetings with mentee (or must contact mentee at least 24 hours prior to meeting
to reschedule)
Provide straightforward guidance based on past experiences in areas such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Navigating the child intervention system
Finding support in the community
Building relationships
Getting involved in the caregiver community
Handling crises
Working with bio families
Day-to-day problem solving
Goals and action plans that will work for the mentee

Work with mentee in various ways:
o Provides direct guidance and support to answer the concerns of
mentee
o Builds a positive relationship and climate for open communication
o Motivates and inspires mentee to take action or to keep going
o Gives and receives constructive and honest feedback in a positive manner
o Respects mentee’s trust and remains confidential with received information
o Assists mentee in obtaining additional resources
o Agrees on goals and sets an action plan with mentee
o Guides mentee to use the Communication Chain for various issues as they arise
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Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eager to learn
Patient
Acts with courtesy and respect
Team player
Sets goals
Accepts personal responsibility
Takes risks

Roles & Responsibilities
Follow program expectations:
o
o
o
o
o

Participate in mandatory 20-30 minute orientation session via phone
Sign program forms (i.e. Confidentiality, Program Expectations Agreement, Data Collection, Release of
Liability)
Regular contact with mentor when matched (long-term support)
Complete match Mid-Point Mentee Survey online or via phone and Mentee Program Exit Survey via
online survey (long-term support)
Arrive on time for in person meetings with mentor
(or must contact mentor at least 24 hours prior to meeting to reschedule)

Work with mentor in various ways:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Take initiative to develop learning as needed
Take initiative to ask for support from mentor as needed
Develop an action plan with assistance from your
mentor
Act with courtesy and respect in communicating with
mentor
Practice and demonstrate what has been learned
through the mentoring process
Return phone calls, emails, text, etc. promptly and be
prompt with commitments or meetings with mentor
Forever support networks and friendships are the goal of
this program, so take a chance to get to know your
mentor and others you are introduced to. There are a
great number of AMAZING people going through, or
have gone through, what you are or may be experiencing!

Have you
thought about…?

Hmmm …
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Communication and Feedback
Communication with the Provincial Mentorship Program staff is essential to the success of the program.
Information gathered from our mentors and mentees provide the AFKA greater insight into the challenges
foster and kinship care families face across the province, how we can better support foster and kinship
caregivers, in addition to what is working well within the child intervention system.

Ongoing Monitoring

•

•
•

Mentee Mid Point Survey/
Mentor Mid-Year Survey

•
•
•

Mentor and Mentee LongTerm Exit Survey

•

Mentors who are matched for long-term support are
required to complete and submit communication reports
detailing progress and possible issues after every contact
and attempted contact.
Mentors matched for short-term support will submit an
online report detailing the purpose and results of the
support provided.
If necessary, any comments will be followed up by staff.
Mentees will be asked to complete a short survey midway into their match online or via phone with program
staff.
Mentors will complete a feedback survey mid-way
through the calendar year. Program staff may follow-up
via phone if online survey is not completed.
If necessary, any comments will be followed up by staff.
Mentors and mentees will be asked to complete an Exit
Survey at the end of the long-term mentorship match.
The surveys will be completed online and submitted
directly to our office. If not completed online, program
staff may call to complete the survey via phone. If
necessary, any comments will be followed up.

The Provincial Mentorship staff will notify you when a survey is due.
Throughout participation in the program, individuals may be
contacted to ensure program staff have complete understanding of
issues reported based on information received from reports and
surveys. This will assist the Provincial Mentorship Program staff to act
more readily and appropriately to information received.
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Confidentiality
A successful mentor-mentee partnership is based on trust, honesty, and confidentiality.
Secure methods to keep documentation private must be observed at all times, by all members involved
in the Provincial Mentorship Program. (Ensure documents are locked up when not in use, never left
unattended etc.)
Confidentiality forms must be read, signed, and turned over to the Provincial Mentorship Program staff
after an orientation has been completed. The items below are included in the confidentiality
agreements:

Mentor Confidentiality

Mentee Confidentiality

•All mentor reports and other materials containing
personal information are subject to secure record
keeping procedures.

•All communications records and other materials
containing personal information are subject to
secure record keeping procedures.

•If you witness a situation that may potentially cause
harm to your mentee, provide your mentee with
helpful resources and contact information. Check in
with your mentee to ensure this has been followed
through and you are updated as quickly as possible
on the outcome.

•In a case which may cause you potential harm, your
mentor will provide you with helpful resources and
contact information. They will follow up with you to
ensure you are receiving required support and to be
updated as quickly as possible on the outcome of
your situation and any further support required.

•If you are made aware of or witness a situation that
may put the child(ren) in care's safety at harm, or
are made aware of or witness an abusive situation,
you are obligated to report it immediately to the
appropriate crisis office line for southern or
northern Alberta. You will need to notify the
Provincial Mentorship Program staff, as well. If an
Assessemnt of Concern through Children's Services
takes place, mentoring will cease until it is over.

•If your mentor is made aware of or witnesses a
situation that may put the child(ren) in care's safety
at harm, or is made aware of or witnesses an
abusive situation, they are obligated to report it
immediately. If an Assessment of Concern through
Children's Services takes place, mentoring will cease
until it is over.

•You will not refer to your mentee by name or share
identifying characteristics in the course of discussion
with other people or in meetings. You may do so
with the Provincial Mentorship Program staff and
Children's Services workers, if required.
•Reports will be submitted confidentially using the
mentor and mentee assigned ID numbers or initials
only.
•Any involvement beyond the mentor-mentee
relationship, as outlined in the handbook, is
considered inappropriate during the term of the
mentoring relationship.

•Your mentor will not refer to you by name or share
identifying characteristics in the course of discussion
with other people or in meetings. They may do so
with Provincial Mentorship Program staff and
Children's Services workers, if required.
•All mentors and mentees are assigned an ID number
with which mentors use to communicate with.
Initials only may be used if ID is unknown to the
mentor at the time of communication.
•Any involvement beyond the mentor-mentee
relationship, as outlined in the handbook, is
considered inappropriate during the term of the
mentoring relationship.
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Dispute Resolution - Communication Chain
This process is used to resolve an issue, report
concerns, or acquire information. If the
communication chain is used efficiently, issues are
typically resolved quickly.

If you or your mentee have a question or need more information about AFKA provincial support programs (Conflict Resolution,
CAST, Legal Assistance, Extended Insurance) or general support:
Alberta Foster and Kinship Association: 780-429-9923/1-800-667-2372
If your mentee has a dispute/conflict which needs to be resolved, you may direct them to follow the process of Dispute
Resolution for Child Intervention as outlined by Children’s Services. This process can be reviewed on their website.
https://www.alberta.ca/dispute-resolution-for-child-intervention.aspx

If your mentee needs crisis support (child abuse, neglect, emergency respite or other concerns to children, youth and families):
Crisis Line: 24 hrs /7 days a wk: 1-800-638-0715
Crisis Text Line: - * Text CONNECT to 741741
Child Abuse Hotline: 24 hrs/7 days a wk: 1-800-387-5437
Northern AB Child & Adolescent Mental Health Mobile Response Team: 780-427-4491
Text4Hope * Text COVID19HOPE to 393939 to subscribe
*Text messages are free, dependent on the users cell phone plan. Some users may be charged per text message depending on their cell phone plan
with their current provider. We encourage users to check with their provider as standard message rates apply.

If you have a question or need more information about mentor training sessions, mentor-mentee relationships, communication
issues, communication reports, referral or application forms, mentorship handbook, surveys, expense claims, confidentiality
issues:
AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program Staff
AFKA Office 780-429-9923 / 1-800-667-2372

If your mentee requires information specific to his/her needs and concerns as a foster or kinship caregiver (e.g. accessing
respite, dealing with behavioural issues, communication with other team members):
Mentee's Support Worker

If your mentee requires more information about child-specific issues (i.e. all activities and decisions related to the child):
Mentee's Caseworker
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Alberta Foster and Kinship Association
Alberta Foster and Kinship Association (AFKA)
303, 9488 – 51 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T6E5A6

Call the AFKA or visit our website to access the following
support programs:

Phone: (780) 429-9923
Toll Free: 1-800-667-2372
Fax: (780) 426-7151
Email: info@afkaonline.ca
Office hours: Monday-Friday, 8:15 am - 4:30 pm

AFKA Support Line
(Monday – Friday, 8:15 am to 4:30 pm)

•

Provincial Mentorship Program

•

Caregiver Allegation Support Team (C.A.S.T.)

•

Conflict Resolution Program

•

Legal Assistance Program

•

Extended Insurance Program

•

Support for Kinship Families

Toll Free: 1-800-667-2372
https://www.afkaonline.ca/general/request-for-one-onone-support/

Request for AFKA One on One Support:

Online Links to Foster & Kinship Caregiver Resources

https://www.afkaonline.ca/resources/foster-andkinship-caregiver-resources/

AFKA Website: https://www.afkaonline.ca
https://www.facebook.com/Albertafosterandkinshipassociation/

@AFKA4Families
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Additional Resources
The following are links you may find useful:
1) AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program website (https://www.afkaonline.ca/programs/mentorship/)Provides online
submission links to communication reports, expense forms, as well as up-to-date information on the program and
additional resources.
2) AFKA website (https://www.afkaonline.ca) - Provides support to foster and kinship families, advocates for the rights of
children and youth in care, educates the community about foster and kinship care, provides and arranges for training
and social gatherings, and serves as a liaison between foster and kinship families and Alberta Children & Youth
Services. Offers support programs to foster and kinship families including: (CAST) Caregiver Allegation Support Team,
Legal Assistance Program, Citation Awards Program, Annual Training Conference, and membership with numerous
discounts from stores and services.
3) Government of Alberta Employee Contacts
(https://www.alberta.ca/staff-directory.cfm) - You can input any
government employee name in the “Find staff or a department”
search bar, and it will give you their contact information. When you
click on “Organizational Unit”, it will show you their entire unit.
This is handy when you get new workers, are away from your
contact information, or if you need to contact their team
supervisor.
4) Foster and Kinship Care Program - Alberta Children’s Services
(https://www.alberta.ca/foster-and-kinship-care.aspx) - Provides
updated information on the Foster and Kinship Care program and services.
5) Listing of First Nation Agencies - Alberta Children’s Services - (http://child.alberta.ca/home/517.cfm)
6) Downloadable PDFs:
Foster Care Handbook
http://humanservices.alberta.ca/documents/foster-care-handbook.pdf
Kinship Care Handbook
http://humanservices.alberta.ca/documents/kinship-care-handbook.pdf
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AFKA MEMBER PROGRAMS AND PERKS
All licensed/approved foster and kinship caregivers are now eligible for AFKA membership and providing them
access to a range of benefits and programs.
Memberships can now be applied for online at: https://www.afkaonline.ca/membership

AFKA MEMBER PROGRAMS & PERKS

Annual Training Conference - Discounted rates.
Brick Certificate - Allows members to purchase
merchandise at discounted prices.

West Edmonton Mall - Discount on Choice Passes
Choice Passes allow the bearer to enjoy ONE of the
following: All-day entry pass to World Waterpark OR a ride
all-day pass to Galaxyland Amusement Park
Special Pricing is available to members for Hughes Car
Wash and Gas Diesel Bar, Mark’s, Sawridge Group of
Companies, Hampton Inn (Edmonton South), Four Points
by Sheraton (Edmonton South), Bellstar Hotel & Resorts,
Clarion Hotel and Conference Centre (Calgary), AVIS and
Budget Car Rentals, Canar Rock Products Edmonton and
Red Deer, Allstars Indoor Playground (Edmonton), Capital
GMC Buick (Edmonton), Once Upon a Child (Sherwood
Park), Pomeroy Kananaskis Mountain Lodge, The Brick,
Canar Rock & Landscape Supplies (Edmonton, Red Deer),
Alternative Therapies, Bubba’s Blankets and Creations.
Indigenous Cultural Teachings Weekend (ICTW) –
Members receive discounted registration fees for this
event typically held each year in September. ICTW is a
weekend long event, held at the Brownell Children’s
Retreat, where we recognize and celebrate the beautiful
cultures and traditions of Indigenous Peoples. Caregivers
and their families attend together to learn about, attend
and participate in various ceremonies, learn from valuable
teachings of Elders, enjoy a variety of crafts, and more!
AFKA Support Line – Foster and kinship caregivers have
access to this support line by calling 1-800-667-2372.
Citation Awards Program - Financial assistance, pins, and
plaques are provided to the various districts and regions
recognizing long-term service of foster caregivers across
Alberta.
Conflict Resolution Program - Offers foster and kinship
caregivers support when they find themselves faced with a
conflict they cannot resolve on their own.

Caregiver Allegation Support Team (CAST) - Offers
support to foster and *kinship families who are
undergoing an Assessment of Care Concern through
Children’s Services.

Foster Caregiver/Kinship Caregiver/Children’s Services
Worker of the Year Awards - Regionally selected foster
and kinship caregivers, and Children’s Services workers are
acknowledged for their outstanding service to children in
care. Recipients of these awards are invited to attend the
awards banquet held at the AFKA annual training
conference.
Extended Insurance - The AFKA Insurance Rider program is
designed to assist foster and *kinship caregivers with
damage over $10,000.00 (per occurrence) that was caused
with intent by a foster/*kinship child in their care. The
foster/kinship caregivers must have insurance under their
own homeowners or tenant’s insurance policy, but their
insurer is refusing to pay for the damage. The deductible
for this plan is $10,000.00.
Legal Assistance Program - The AFKA Legal Assistance
program is available to provide financial assistance for
foster and kinship caregivers (who are approved
placement providers) and their adult children when
charged with a criminal offence (abuse) under the Child,
Youth and Family Enhancement Act against a
foster/kinship child they have cared for or are caring for.
Youth are entitled to a free lawyer through Legal Aid (1866-845-3425). When you contact Legal Aid, they will
explain more about the process for you. You can visit the
following website for more information on the Youth
Justice System: https://www.albertacourts.ca/pc/areas-oflaw/youth
Provincial Mentorship Program - In a safe environment,
foster and kinship caregivers will be supported by their
peers to develop confidence, motivation and additional
skills as caregivers. It is through this positive self-growth
that we, as individuals, can have a positive impact on the
lives of others. Provides support to Alberta foster and
kinship caregivers.

One on One Support: the AFKA offers one on one support
to Alberta’s foster and kinship caregivers. This can be
requested online, or by contacting the AFKA at 1-800-6672372.
*For the purposes of accessing the complimentary AFKA Membership and Programs, a *Kinship Caregiver refers to a
kinship caregiver who is an approved placement provider.*
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NAME(S):_________________________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________
CITY, PROVINCE, PC: ______________________________
PHONE: __________________________________________
DATE: ___________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
For AFKA memberships expiring on
December 31, 2021
CLASS OF MEMBERSHIP
Foster/Kinship Home Members
To be eligible for Foster/Kinship Home
Membership in this association, any
individual who is licensed or approved by
Alberta Children’s Services or equivalent and
who meets the eligibility criteria as
established by the AFKA from time to time
may apply for instatement.
Associate Members
Is any individual or agency that is not a
licenced Foster /Kinship Parent but is
interested in becoming a member.
*These members may not vote on any
matters of the Association.*
Lifetime Member
To be eligible for Lifetime Membership in this
association, any individual who has made a
significant contribution to the AFKA and is
recognised by the AFKA may be awarded
this form of membership.
*Lifetime members will automatically be
renewed every year*
Corporate / Agency Member
Corporate and Agency Members receive the
benefits of Association Members, including
discounted rates for their staff (not
caregivers) to association functions but are
not voting members.

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL AREAS NEATLY
TO ENSURE ACCURATE
INFORMATION IS RECORDED.

EMAIL: __________________________________________
PLEASE MARK AN “X” IN THE APPROPRIATE BOXES

 RENEW  NEW
 FOSTER HOME  KINSHIP HOME
 AGENCY HOME (Name of Agency) ______________________
 ASSOCIATE MEMBER  LIFETIME MEMBER
 CORPORATE / AGENCY MEMBER (Number of staff) ________
MEMBERSHIP FEES
 LIFETIME/FOSTER/KINSHIP HOME MEMBER – NO
CHARGE (Max 2 cards per household)
 INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATE MEMBER - $50.00 (Max 2 cards
per household)



CORPORATE / AGENCY MEMBERSHIP - $300.00 (One

corporate membership per office)
 Lamination $0.75 per card
*A $10.00 fee will apply for all NSF cheque.
METHOD OF PAYMENT

 CREDIT CARD/DEBT  CASH  CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER
NAME ON CARD: _________________________________________
CREDIT CARD NUMBER: ____________________________________
EXPIRY DATE: ____________________TOTAL: __________________
SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________
*In submitting this application, I agree that AFKA staff and/or AFKA
board/delegated board members have my consent to email or contact
me directly with information regarding my membership, AFKA
updates, training opportunities, Child Intervention updates, supports
and services related to the AFKA and/or to inquire about any
questions or concerns that I may have as a caregiver.

RETURN FORM AND MEMBERSHIP FEE (If Applicable) TO

Alberta Foster and Kinship Association
303, 9488 – 51 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T6E 5A6
Phone: (780) 429-9923
Email: Info@afkaonline.ca Fax: (780) 426-7151
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CODE OF ETHICS
FOR ALBERTA FOSTER AND KINSHIP CAREGIVERS
PREPARED BY THE ALBERTA FOSTER AND KINSHIP ASSOCIATION
APPROVED by the AFKA Board of Directors and the Ministry of Children’s Services
October 1 , 2019
PREAMBLE
Foster and kinship caregivers employ a multi-disciplinary body of knowledge, methods and skills in
performing professional services and activities. These activities are aimed at facilitating, maintaining
and enhancing the developing child’s ability to function as a contributing member of society. Further,
foster and kinship caregivers are committed to the Ministry of Children’s Services, the foster and
kinship caregiving profession and the community.
COMMITMENT TO THE CHILD IN CARE AND HIS/HER FAMILY
In recognition of the public trust that is a result of children placed in their care, foster and kinship
caregivers recognize their obligation in providing a safe, nurturing environment conducive to the
development of each child in care to his or her full potential. In order to fulfill this obligation, the foster
and kinship caregivers will make a commitment to the children and to work with the child’s family and
other professionals.
Foster and Kinship Caregivers Agree To:
1. Regard the welfare of the child as the primary obligation.
2. Respect the worth of all individuals regardless of ability, religion, sex or natural ancestry in the
capacity as a foster and kinship caregivers.
3. Deal with children in care and their family in a just and considerate manner.
4. Be discreet with information of a sensitive or confidential nature, sharing such information with
other professions only if it is felt that such information would benefit the child, their family or if
sharing is requested by law.
5. Refrain from unprofessional comments about the child in care or their family.
6. Avoid exploiting* the relationship with any child in care or their family.
7. Work with the child welfare authorities to inform appropriate individuals and agencies of the
special needs of a child in care. Assist other individuals and agencies in their endeavors to
provide services, treatment and care.
8. Accept any reluctance of the child in care to discuss his/her past circumstances.
9. Hold themselves responsible and advocate for the quality of services preformed for children in
care.

COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY
Foster and Kinship Care are community social concerns. Foster and kinship caregivers recognize their
responsibilities towards the community by sharing responsibility in developing sound social policies
and programs.
Foster and Kinship Caregivers Agree To:
10. Share in the responsibility of improving services provided to children by the Ministry of
Children’s Services.
11. Acknowledge the right and responsibility of the public to participate in the formulation of
Children’s Services policy, and Foster and Kinship Care policy.
12. Evaluate, through professional procedures, the conditions of services through the Ministry of
Children’s Services and foster and kinship care. Make known to the proper authorities if serious
deficiencies exist.
13. Protect the welfare of children against undesirable infringements by advocating for children’s
rights and opportunities.
COMMITMENT TO THE FOSTERING AND KINSHIP PROFESSION AND FOR THE ASSOCIATION
Foster and kinship caregivers recognize the necessity for continuing education and individual growth
within the profession. Foster and kinship caregivers recognize the need for providing a positive and
responsive situation to enhance the competency of foster and kinship caregivers. They recognize and
encourage the retention of competent and dedicated foster and kinship caregivers.
Foster and Kinship Caregivers Agree To:
14. Distinguish clearly in public between statements and actions that are made by an individual or
as a representative of a foster or kinship caregiver association.
15. Recognize that a profession, and a professional association, must accept responsibility for the
conduct of its members and understand that its members’ conduct may be regarded as
representative of all foster and kinship caregivers.
16. Participate and conduct oneself in a responsible manner in the development and
implementation of policies affecting children in care.
17. Cooperate in the recruitment and retention of foster and kinship caregivers by providing honest
and objective information.
18. Treat with respect the finding, news and actions of fellow foster and kinship caregivers and use
appropriate channels such as foster or kinship caregiver organizations to express any opinions.
19. Accord just and equitable treatment to all foster and kinship caregivers in the exercise of their
rights and responsibilities and support them when accused or when they perceive they are
being unfairly treated.
20. Refrain from exploiting one’s relationships within the Profession, the Association and the
Community.
21. Maintain the integrity of the fostering and kinship caregiving professions and the Association
by basing criticism on careful evaluation of facts.
22. Make appropriate use of the time and privileges accorded by one’s position as a foster or
kinship caregiver or as an Association official. Accept no gratuities or gifts of significance that
may influence one’s judgment in the exercise of professional duties.
23. Maintain intellectual honesty and integrity by appropriate interpretation and use of all reference
materials, research studies and literature.

24. Accept one’s own responsibility towards continuing education and personal development.
25. Accept responsibility to work toward assuring that ethical standards are adhered to by any
individual or organization providing foster or kinship care service.
COMMITMENT TO PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND PLACEMENT PRACTICES
Foster and kinship caregivers recognize their role and contribution within the Ministry of Children’s
Services and in doing so acknowledge and support positive professional practices between themselves
and other professionals. Sound relationships with government representatives, community agencies
and other professionals are built upon personal integrity, dignity and mutual respect.
Foster and Kinship Caregivers Agree To:
26. Accept child placements only when the terms, policies and practices lead you to believe that
your professional skills are adequate to meet needs of the children.
27. Negotiate and execute the terms of all working agreements fairly and honestly.
28. Adhere to the conditions of a working agreement or to the terms of the placement until either
has been terminated legally or by mutual consent.
29. Accept no commitment that will impair the effectiveness of one’s professional service and
permit no exploitation of their professional position.
30. Maintain an attitude of mutual respect when working with other professionals involved in
childcare.
31. Follow appropriate channels of resolution when dealing with specific concerns or difficulties.
ACCEPTABLE CONDUCT
Should a foster or kinship caregiver fail to abide by the Code of Ethics as set forth, disciplinary action
may be taken which can result in censure, suspension or expulsion from the Association or may require
corrective action within defined time limits.
*DEFINITION:
Exploit: to make use of selfishly or unethically.

AFKA Mentor Confidentiality Agreement
2020
A successful mentor-mentee partnership is based on trust, honesty, and confidentiality. This
agreement requires both mentor and mentee to engage in open and honest communication while
respecting each other’s confidential information.
My Agreement:
•

All communication records, communication reports, and other materials containing personal
information are subject to secure record keeping procedures.

•

If you witness a situation that may potentially cause harm to your mentee or others, provide
your mentee with helpful resources and contact information. Check in with your mentee to
ensure this has been followed through and you are updated as quickly as possible on the
outcome.

•

You will not refer to your mentee by name or share identifying characteristics in the course of
discussion with other people or in meetings. You may do so with Provincial Mentorship
Program staff and CFS/Agency/DFNA staff, if required.

•

I am committed to confidentiality in this matter. Further, I am aware this confidentiality may be
exempted by court subpoena or legislative requirements. These exemptions are inclusive of
statements made by my mentees of a suicidal nature, intent to harm others, actions that put
child(ren) in the client’s care at risk of physical or emotional harm, as well as evidence of
child/spouse/elder physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. If one or more of these exceptions arise,
you are required to report the statement and/or evidence to the Children’s Services Crisis Line.
If an “Assessment of Care Concern” occurs due to an allegation, mentoring will cease until a final
outcome has been released. You are also required to notify Provincial Mentorship Staff of these
situations.

•

Any involvement beyond the mentor-mentee relationship, as outlined in the handbook, is
considered inappropriate during the mentoring term.

I have read and understand the confidentiality agreement. I will honour it with every mentoring
relationship I am matched in, as well as after my role with each one has ended.

Name of Mentor: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Mentor: ________________________________________ Date Signed: ___________________________

AFKA Mentor Program Expectation Agreement
By choosing to participate in the Alberta Foster and Kinship Association’s Provincial Mentorship
Program, I agree to follow all rules, guidelines, and program policies outlined within this agreement.
I understand that I must…
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

submit reporting documents and program surveys, as required
follow the roles and responsibilities as outlined in the AFKA Mentor Handbook
report any communication issues to Provincial Mentorship Program staff
commit to a mentoring relationship for one year at the long-term support level when matched
commit to a mentoring relationship until an issue is resolved at the short-term support level
when matched
respect the mentee and the program by giving at least one month notice if you must end the
relationship before the end of the one year term, during which time you would participate in a
transition process with the mentee and their new mentor (i.e. within the long-term support
level)
notify Provincial Mentorship Program staff if you have any changes in address, phone number
or significant change in your life that hinders the continuation of the mentorship relationship
participate in a closure process (i.e. within the long-term support level)
notify Provincial Mentorship Program staff and mentee regarding vacation time or if you are
unable to support your mentor for a short time due to other reasons
If you become subject to an assessment as a caregiver, you will notify the Provincial Mentorship
Program staff to put your status as a mentor on hold until the assessment is resolved as
unfounded. You ARE NOT required to share the details of the assessment with Program staff.
Active matches will be ended and mentees will be provided with a new mentor.

I agree to follow all of the above stipulations of this program expectation agreement. My role as a
mentor may be terminated, at the discretion of Provincial Mentorship Program staff and AFKA
Executive Director, if the above conditions are not met.

Name of Mentor: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Mentor: __________________________________________ Date Signed: ______________________________

AFKA Data Collection Consent Form for Mentors
I, ___________________________________________________, consent to be a participant in the collection process of
the AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program. Participating in this collection process will require the completion of
communication reports and surveys, as required:
•

Communication Reports - to be submitted after every communication with the mentee - provides the AFKA with
information regarding issues foster and kinship caregivers are facing and how these issues were handled by the
mentors

•

Mentor Feedback Survey – An administrative survey for all active matched mentor volunteers with the AFKA
Provincial Mentorship Program - this is a check-in survey to see how the mentor/mentee relationship is going half
way through the match.

•

Mentor – Mentorship Long-Term Exit Survey (Only for mentors in a long-term one year mentor/mentee match) –
to be completed at the end of the long-term match – allows you to reflect on the mentor/mentee relationship;
what issues were addressed, what you feel your mentee learned from being mentored

•

Mentor Exit Survey – to be completed by mentors who feel they are no longer able to volunteer for the Provincial
Mentorship Program

I understand:
•

All information gathered will be treated confidentially and I will not be identified in any way

•

Data will be validated by participants and kept on file in a locked and secure place for a period of five years

•

Any interpretations that I do not want included will be removed at my request

•

Anonymity will be respected

I understand the results of the surveys will be used for the following:
•

Documentation involving the AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program (e.g. presentations, written articles,
promotional material)

In case of questions or concerns, please contact:
Katherine Jones, RSW, AFKA Executive Director
Alberta Foster and Kinship Association
1-800-667-2372

__________________________________________
_ Name of Participant

________________________________________
Signature of Participant

__________________________________________
_ Date Signed
This project has been reviewed and approved by Katherine Jones, Executive Director of the Alberta Foster and Kinship Association.

ALBERTA FOSTER AND KINSHIP ASSOCIATION
LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING

PROVINCIAL MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
NAME: _______________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

TELEPHONE: _______________________________
SOCIAL INSURANCE#: _______________________________

This letter will serve as an Agreement between you, as a Mentor for the AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program, and the Alberta Foster
and Kinship Association (AFKA). You have agreed to provide support to Alberta’s foster and kinship caregivers who are seeking support
through the Provincial Mentorship Program. Mentor support to foster and kinship caregivers will be assigned based on matching
completed by staff of the Provincial Mentorship Program at the AFKA. Each assigned mentoring long-term match is eligible for payment,
as follows:

The Alberta Foster and Kinship Association agrees to the following payments:
A.

A total payment of $300.00 per assigned mentoring long-term match; this payment will be split into two payments in the
period of 1 year (i.e. one payment of $150 at the 6 month point from start of mentoring match and $150 at the 12 month
point ending the mentoring match)

B.

For Mentors meeting their mentees in person up to a maximum of once per month, the following will be reimbursed
according to AFKA Guidelines:
a.

Babysitting at $6.50 per hour per child to a maximum of $65.00 per day per child up to $195.00 per day per
home for both biological and foster children; receipt required

b.

Mileage (50.5 cents/km), as per AFKA guidelines

Above expenditures (honorarium, babysitting, mileage) will be reimbursed by the Alberta Foster and Kinship Association upon receipt of
an AFKA Expense Report. This expense report must be forwarded to AFKA Support Program staff for authorization prior to
reimbursement by the end of each month.
Mentors of the AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program will receive a T4-A form to submit for tax purposes for payments received for
long term match completions.
If you have questions, please contact AFKA Support Program staff. Thank you.
Signatures will serve as agreement to the terms.
Mentor
(Print Name)

Executive Director/Associate Executive Director, AFKA
(Print Name)

Signature

Signature

Date

Date

AFKA’s Provincial Mentorship Program
Release of Liability Agreement
* This form is included in the mentor handbook so that the mentor is aware of what is contained in the mentee’s
Release of Liability Form. Mentors do not submit this form to participate in the Mentorship Program. *

Release of Liability (For Mentee)
The undersigned hereby applies for the inclusion in the AFKA’s Provincial Mentorship Program.
I acknowledge AFKA’S PROVINCIAL MENTORSHIP PROGRAM IN NO WAY WARRANT THAT THE
MENTOR HAS ANY DEGREE OF SKILL, EXPERIENCE OR EXPERTISE, and I hereby RELEASE AFKA’S
PROVINCIAL MENTORSHIP PROGRAM, their directors, employees, agents, servants, volunteers
or representatives FROM ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY ADVICE, ACT OR OMISSION INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR ANY DAMAGE OF ANY NATURE SUFFERED OR
SUSTAINED BY THE MENTEE, HIS/HER EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS AS A RESULT OF THE
PERFORMANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
I further acknowledge that the Mentor may offer me advice, recommendations, suggestions or
other guidance which I am free to accept or reject, and I agree that I alone am responsible for
the consequences of such decisions. Unless otherwise subsequently agreed in writing between
myself and the Mentor I hereby RELEASE the Mentor from liability for advice recommendations,
suggestions or other guidance made by him/her to me in good faith, WHETHER WITH OR
WITHOUT NEGLIGENCE OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE. The Mentor will not be held liable for any
damage or any nature that may be suffered or sustained by me or my employees or agents as a
result of the performance of this agreement.

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE ABOVE
Date at (date, location) _______________________________________________.
__________________________________________________________________.

Signature of Mentee Applicant
__________________________________________________________________.

Name of Mentee Applicant (Please Print)

ALBERTA FOSTER AND KINSHIP ASSOCIATION
Rates Schedule
SPECIFIC TRAVEL EXPENSES
These policies apply to all approved AFKA Mentors while on approved AFKA Mentorship Program business.
*All Mentorship Program related expenses must be pre-approved.*
1.

MILEAGE:
Mileage will be paid for approved AFKA business at the provincial rate (i.e. $0.505/km).

2.

MEALS:
The allocation for meals is as follows:
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

3.

$ 9.20
$ 11.60
$ 20.75

LODGING
The most economical hotels/motels should be utilized. An average rate paid per night is $80.00 - $160.00.

4.

BABYSITTING:
NOTE:
Babysitting expenses are only paid for out of home travel when there is a receipt from the sitter accompanying
the expense claim/invoice. This cost is reimbursed at a rate of $6.50/hr/child to a total max
of $195/day/home. This includes the caregiver’s biological and foster/ kinship children.
*ALL expenses must be pre-approved*

Expense forms must be submitted at the end of each fiscal quarter (June, September, December,
March) for support provided by an approved AFKA Mentor. Any required surveys (mid point, end of
match) must be received prior to any reimbursement being issued.
Expense forms received after the end of each fiscal quarter will be considered a donation to the AFKA
and income tax receipts will be issued.
For costs associated with AFKA Provincial Mentorship Program supports and activities please ensure
that you are entering the caregivers last name in the description sections.

Alberta Foster and Kinship Association
TRAVEL EXPENSE FORM
FOR THE MONTH____________________, 20___

NAME:

DATE:

ADDRESS:

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR REASON FOR EXPENSE, ONLY ONE ITEM PER CLAIM
Only Check One
 Conflict Resolution  C.A.S.T. Mentorship  Support Line  Citation Awards  President’s Meeting
 General Board Expenses Staff Travel
Other (please indicate)
DATE AND TIME
DEPART
RETURN

DEPART

LOCATION
DESTINATION

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF EXPENSE INCLUDING
REASON FOR TRAVEL

NOTE: Please attach receipts when claiming lodging, air fare, taxi, or miscellaneous expense.
I declare that no claim is being made for expenses not incurred.

SIGNATURE:
APPROVED BY:

AMOUNT

